
Founded by Thamarai in 2020, the sole vision of Chennai-based BeeTee’s Melt Chocolate was to create chocolate that was made in India
which offered the chance to people to consume a sweet treat that was good for them.
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If you are one of those people who over-indulged in the recent festive season, you may be looking to switch to healthier alternatives
of your favourite foods in order to balance things out. Though a number of Indian artisanal chocolate brands have descended on the
market in recent years, it is only a select few that offer vegan options that are also free of refined sugar. Chennai-based BeeTee’s Melt
Chocolate stands out in this regard.

Founded by Thamarai in 2020, the sole vision of the brand was to create chocolate that was made in India which offered the chance to
people to consume a sweet treat that was good for them. Even its name has an interesting story, as shared by Thamarai who says, “The
best way to eat chocolate is not by biting and chewing it, instead you should let it melt in your mouth before devouring it. That is the
right way of tasting chocolate to take the complete pleasure of consuming it. We wanted this phenomenal experience to be projected
in our name as well.”

Thamarai has always been passionate about food. At 21, she began making couverture chocolates using a special kind of baking
chocolate. When she was on the lookout for her next venture, she taught herself to make chocolate from scratch and completed an
international course in chocolate-making to add another feather to her cap. The result was what she now sells under her brand name
BeeTee’s Melt, which first became popular with her friends and family and now with the world at large.

“BeeTee’s promise has always been to be honest about the usage of ingredients that go into making our chocolates. Our products
contain raw materials that are mentioned front and centre in our ingredients list on our packaging. Apart from these, no other
flavours or preservatives have been added to our products. There is no cocoa powder, no cocoa solids, and no artificial sweeteners.
Further, our chocolates are also gluten free, soy free, and free of refined sugar and other preservatives. We are also ISO 22000:2018
certified, GMP certified and all our cacao beans are imported from single origin UTZ certified farms, ensuring that our products are all
natural and made in micro batches. We want to ensure our patrons that we eat what they eat–that is our promise,” she explains
emphatically.

At the moment, one can buy three flavours of chocolate from BeeTee’s Melt. These include 48% Milk Chocolate, 54% Coconut Milk
Chocolate and 72% Dark Chocolate. In addition to their line of chocolates, they also sell nut better in the following varieties – almond
butter, chocolate almond butter, chocolate peanut butter, peanut butter, hazelnut chocolate spread, and pistachio spread.

Thamarai’s exclusive nut butters are aimed at those looking for better alternatives to jams or other sandwich spreads that are high on
sugar and fat. BeeTee’s Nut Butters are free from hydrogenated oils, palm oils, refined sugar and fillers, and are made using high
quality nuts.

A thing that particularly stands out is the striking packaging of each product. Explaining the intent behind it, the founder says, “Our
packaging comes with very intricate details that explain the story of our ingredients. It shows a hand picking a bean, indicating that
we hand pick our cacao beans. And it also depicts the various parts and stages of a cacao tree. The colour of each cover differs
depending on the flavour. For example, our coconut chocolate cover is green indicating the tropical place where coconuts grow.”These
exclusive bean-to-bar artisanal chocolates are priced at Rs 280 per 55gm bar. They can be ordered through the website
beeteesmelt.in as well as through third party retailers like Amazon, Flipkart and Bigbasket. However, if one is looking to gift the
chocolates to others, the tin packaging variations available on their website make for good seasonal gifting options.

Thamarai signs off by sharing her thoughts on the future of the Indian artisanal chocolate market. She says, “We are already
witnessing the change as people have been exploring more products made in India. Indian chocolates are set to rule in India and soon
the globe as well. I foresee a revolution taking place in the field of chocolate making in India. As it is one of the most populated
countries in the world, there is sure to be a widespread demand for chocolates made in our own country, and the pandemic has helped
by allowing us to connect digitally with people throughout the nation.”The writer pens lifestyle articles for various publications her
blog www.nooranandchawla.com. She can be reached on nooranand@gmail.com.

One can buy three flavours of chocolate from BeeTee’s Melt. These include 48% Milk Chocolate, 54% Coconut Milk
Chocolate and 72% Dark Chocolate.

Thamarai has always been passionate about food. At 21, she began making couverture chocolates using a special kind of baking
chocolate. She completed an international course in chocolate-making to add another feather to her cap.
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NETFLIX DROPS TRAILER OF DICAPRIO STARRER ‘DON’T LOOK
UP’
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By Correspondent

WASHINGTON: Netflix, on Tuesday, officially released the trailer for its upcoming political dark comedy film ‘Don’t Look Up’ that
stars Hollywood actors Leonardo DiCaprio and Jennifer Lawrence.

In the almost 3 minutes long trailer for the film, DiCaprio and Lawrence, who stars as professor Randall Mindy and grad student
Kate, trying to get the government to listen regarding a comet that is heading towards earth and will destroy it. But when they
warn the president (Meryl Streep), she doesn’t seem to care. Turns out warning mankind about a planet-killer the size of Mount
Everest is an inconvenient fact to navigate. So what does the duo do to make someone listen to them? With only six months until
the comet makes an impact, they leak it to the press and in the digital age where anyone can get information out there, both of
them flock to news stations and social media to let everyone know that the world is coming to an end.

The movie will arrive in selected theatres on December 10 before it streams on Netflix starting December 24. 
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‘HARRY POTTER’ REUNION! DANIEL, EMMA, RUPERT TO FEATURE
IN HBO MAX SPECIAL
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WASHINGTON: Wizarding school will be back in session! It’s been 20 years since the film premiere of ‘Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer’s Stone’, and HBO Max wants to celebrate the milestone. On Tuesday, HBO Max announced that the original Harry Potter
stars — Daniel Radcliffe, Emma Watson and Rupert Grint — plus more from the extended cast of the eight films will reunite for a
special on the streaming giant. “For the first time ever, the legendary cast returns to where the magic started. Harry Potter 20th
Anniversary: #ReturnToHogwarts, streaming New Year’s Day, only on HBO Max. International release coming soon,” HBO Max’s
Instagram post read.

As per People magazine, the retrospective special will “tell an enchanting making-of story through all-new in-depth interviews
and cast conversations, inviting fans on a magical first-person journey through one of the most beloved film franchises of all
time.”

‘Harry Potter 20th Anniversary: Return to Hogwarts’ is produced by Warner Bros. Unscripted Television in association with
Warner Horizon at the Warner Bros. Studio Tour London – The Making of Harry Potter. HBO Max reunion special ‘Harry Potter
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AHAN, TARA STARRER ‘TADAP’ SHOT AT REAL AESTHETIC
LOCATIONS OF MUSSOORIE
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By Correspondent

MUMBAI : ‘Tadap’ has been one of the most awaited films this year. The movie, which marks the debut of Ahan Shetty, has been
shot at real and aesthetic locations of Mussoorie and director Milan Luthria opens up on the same.

“The search for the ideal location for Tadap was not an easy one. We wanted a place that supported both rugged action and
glorious romance and was also relatively unexplored and fresh. Our writer Rajat Arora had spent his summers growing up in
Mussoorie, and we headed there for a look. It took me by surprise. I have shot all over India, but this Queen of the Hills is aptly
named,” Milan said.

Milan also shed light on how they shot for the bike sequences saying the winding roads climbing the ghats were ideal for the
same. The intimate cafes and the abundance of natural beauty in the form of beautiful trees, wide vistas and multi-hued flowers
in bloom also gave the director the perfect backdrop for the romantic parts.

Produced by Sajid Nadiadwala, presented and co-produced by Fox Star Studios, Nadiadwala Grandson Entertainment production
CONTINUE READING
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HARRY STYLES OPENS UP ABOUT HIS ‘ETERNALS’ CAMEO ROLE
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By Correspondent

WASHINGTON: Actor and singer Harry Styles has opened up about his surprise appearance in the recently released Marvel
franchise film ‘Eternals’.

According to People magazine, Styles was featured on the cover of a magazine in which he spoke about making it into the Marvel
film as Thanos’ brother Eros. “I’m only in right at the very end. But who didn’t grow up wanting to be a superhero, you know? It
was a great experience and I’m so grateful to have gotten to work with [director] Chloe [Zhao],” Styles told the publication.

He also spoke about continuing along the acting path in girlfriend Olivia Wilde’s upcoming film ‘Don’t Worry Darling’ and in ‘My
Policeman’. “I like to challenge myself and do something different and movies are definitely where I feel most out of my comfort
zone,” he said.

‘Eternals’ director Zhao spoke with Deadline about the movie and her decision to cast the Grammy winner, whom she said she
had on her mind for years. “Harry as Eros was very much a package deal for me,” Zhao said. Styles appears in the post-credits
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STAYING BLINDFOLDED HELPED TAAPSEE PREPARE FOR ‘BLURR’
Published 13 hours ago on November 18, 2021
By Correspondent

MUMBAI: Bollywood actress Taapsee Pannu has been giving a list of hits with her movies like ‘Badla’, ‘Thappad’, and ‘Haseen
Dillruba’. The ‘Pink’ actor recently finished shooting for her movie ‘Blurr’, a psychological thriller.

According to a source, the actor decided to blindfold herself for 12 hours in order to get into the skin of her character for her
upcoming movie ‘Blurr’. The source revealed, “Taapsee was determined to feel the sentiments of her character. She decided to
stay blindfolded for 12 hours. From morning 7 am she kept cotton strap folded on her eyes and went ahead to do all her daily
routine in the same condition. Answering phone calls, eating, talking to the crew, cast, and team of the film without removing the
blindfold.”

The movie also stars the ‘Shaitan’ actor Gulshan Devaiah in the lead, while it is being directed by Ajay Bahl and has been written
by Pawan Sony. The movie has been produced by Zee Studios, Outsider Films and Echelon Productions.

‘Blurr’ is about a girl who is caught up in an inescapable situation. Apart from ‘Blurr’, Taapsee will also be seen in ‘Looop Lapeta’,
CONTINUE READING
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KARTIK REVEALS WORKING FOR ‘DHAMAKA’ WAS EXTREMELY
CHALLENGING

Published 13 hours ago on November 18, 2021
By Correspondent

MUMBAI: As the release date for Bollywood star Kartik Aaryan’s ‘Dhamaka’ inches closer, the actor on Tuesday revealed his
arduous on-set experience while filming the movie.

Kartik took to his Instagram handle and shared a video from his shoot time. It highlighted the challenging environment Kartik
had been working in for ‘Dhamaka’. The makers used hidden cameras as they wanted to show a real-world while Kartik managed
record shoot time with long continuous takes. Captioning his post, Kartik wrote, “8* or more… 15 minute long continuous takes…
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